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The Case Study Response o�er you an opportunity to engage with course material, to view the perspectives of others, and to engage in problem solving. Case studies incorporate real and hypothetical scenarios to test your abilities to apply concepts, assess situations, and problem solve.

Remember in responding:

be respectful when and if you post in response to the work of your classmates
do not use your response as a platform to petition for a grade
make each word serve the purpose of explaining your viewpoints, understandings, and interactions with our course materials.
Discussion Journal Rubric:

10 points – The response is nuanced and thoroughly addresses the nuances of the selected case study

15 points – Response reaches or exceeds the word count expectations outlined in the prompt.

15 points – The writing is clear, organized, and draws its support from and references relevant concepts and theories explored in course materials. 

10 points - The writing follows established conventions of professionalism in terms of sentence-level punctuation, grammar, and syntax. For example, the word "I" used as a �rst-person reference is capitalized and paragraphs are separated by a space. 

Total Point Value Per Journal = 50 pts

Case studies are useful vehicles for applying our theoretical knowledge of organizational communication. They allow us to see the approaches we’ve be studying in a new light by asking us to apply that knowledge in analyzing scenarios and real-world situations through the lenses of the di�erent approaches we’ve been discussing. Your responses should be no less than 400 words in length as an absolute minimum.

 

Basic rules for addressing case study questions

 

Appreciate the complexity of the situation. Rather than o�ering a short response supported by little more than a stringing together of opinions. Make sure you draw support from details within the scenario as you address each question and argue in favor of your interpretations or measures you would take to resolve issues.
 

Appreciate the complex organizational contexts within which di�cult decisions are made. Organizational actions, like many things in social life, only seem obvious when we are either looking back or are removed from the situation. In the heat of the moment, people make mistakes. Avoid o�ering snarky-“they should have known better”-kind-of-answers, and instead, consider how to best support your arguments about the correct course of action.
 

Do the best you can to write in the �rst-person (i.e. I, me, my, we) or third-person (i.e. they, it, a proper noun). When you (and I’m directly addressing everyone here) slip into the second-person (i.e. you) in writing a response to a case study, it can often be di�cult to tell whether or not you are directly addressing your readers and often can come across as preaching rather than o�ering a coherent answer.
 

Avoid overgeneralizing: “everybody knows”; “everyone likes”; “All people”; “In today’s society”; “this perfectly solves the…”
 

Please Choose ONE (and only one) of the three CASE STUDY options below:

 
Option 1: CASE STUDY 1:  The Cultural Approach (Schein’s Onion Model)
 
“THE CULTURE DETECTIVE”
 

Shannon Sterling was a new employee at a large state Department of Education. She had just received her degree in communication and taken a position as a “community liaison.” Her job consisted mostly of attempting to enhance the relationship between the Department of Education and parent groups and businesses. Shannon, for the most part, loved her job. She got to meet a lot of people and was challenged because the requirements of the job were constantly shifting. However, she hadn’t been on the job long when she realized that she was apparently an island of satisfaction within a sea of discontent. Few of the people she worked with seemed happy, and there was a high level of apathy throughout the department.

 

In college, Shannon had taken several courses in organizational communication and behavior, and she had learned a great deal about “organizational culture.” Though Shannon didn’t really believe that there was such a thing as a “good” organizational culture, she also realized that she could gain a better understanding of the place she worked in if she could come to some kind of conclusion about the cultural values and assumptions that made it tick. As a new employee, she decided that she was in a perfect position to be a “culture detective.” She �gured that by carefully observing the daily activities around the Department of Education, she might shed some light on the place she had chosen to work.

 

So, for the next few weeks, Shannon spent her workdays with one eye on her job and the other on her surroundings. She tried to observe as much about the Department of Education as she could, taking notes in a small notebook she kept with her at all times. She also tried to get her coworkers to tell her stories about the place she was coming to call home. In no time, her notebook was bulging with observations about the people, activities, and things that made up the department. Here is a small sampling of the observations from her notebook:

 

I arrived at work early today (7:30) and the parking lot was empty. Even the reserved spots for the various directors and assistant directors were empty. I watched out my window as I drank a cup of co�ee. It was incredible how many people �ooded the lot between 7:50 and 8:10.
 

The “open o�ce” setup here is supposed to facilitate communication among employees, but it doesn’t seem to work that way. It gets so loud that no one can hear themselves think. Of course, this doesn’t bother the managers, who have o�ces with doors around the perimeter.
 

Fred told me that there were big hassles when the department moved into this building with open o�ces. Everyone was told that it was to “democratize” the o�ce, but administrators were treated di�erently from the masses. He told me that they had a lottery for parking spaces, but when the administrators realized that they might actually have to walk through the snow from their cars, they exempted themselves from the system!
 

Everyone really tries to personalize their own cubbyhole with pictures from home, knickknacks, plants, etc. And people take great pride in their co�ee mugs as a form of communication.
 

One of the most popular gathering spots around here is the copy center. Part of the reason it’s so popular is the amount of paperwork that must be done (and hence photocopied). It’s also one of the few places people are allowed to congregate and can talk without bothering people in adjacent o�ces.
 

We just had a memo circulated in our mailboxes requesting that we all use electronic mail for routine business. No one but me seemed to see the irony in this.
 

Friday is “jeans day,” when everyone in the o�ce can dress casually (except people like me who have to meet with business and community representatives). Most people really seem to get into this, though none of the administrators forgo their suits.
 

I went to schedule a meeting in one of the conference rooms and found that there wasn’t a conference room available for any of the times that could have worked for me next week. Betty said the rooms were usually totally booked two weeks in advance for all the times after 9 a.m. and before 4 p.m.
 

Following our memo edict, I sent an e-mail message to an administrator in the special-education section about a public hearing I wanted him to attend. After several follow-ups with no response, I �nally sent him a (paper) memo on it and heard from his secretary within the day.
 

Rumors are going around that the administrators are getting hot to try out “total quality management.” No one seems to think much will come of it, though, or that it would make much of a di�erence if instituted. Gene told me that they had already had one go-round with quality circles, but that it didn’t last.
 

We had a big party today for Carmen (in data processing), who’s quitting the department to have a baby. I don’t know her very well, but she seemed thrilled. Perhaps just the glow of pregnancy.
 

I rode up the elevator today with Dr. Lewis, the assistant superintendent I interviewed with. I said, “Good morning, Dr. Lewis.” He said, “Good morning, Sharon.” Oh well, close enough.
 

Write a case study response that addresses the following questions. The response in total should be at least 400 words in length.
 

Can you help Shannon make sense of her observations as a culture detective? Using Schein’s model of organizational culture, what values do you think underlie the behaviors and artifacts Shannon observed? What assumptions might underlie these values?
 

Is there any evidence of subcultures or countercultures at the Department of Education? Given what you know, how would you assess the level of cultural penetration (historical, sociological, and psychological)?
 

If you were retained by the Department of Education as a consultant with the task of “changing” the culture, what would you do? Is cultural change possible? If so, what kind of changes would you recommend, and how would you go about encouraging or instituting these cultural changes?
 

 

Option 2: CASE STUDY 2: The Systems Approach (Weick’s Sensemaking)

 

“AIRLINES AND EQUIVOCALITY”

 

On March 27, 1977, two Boeing 747 jumbo jets collided on the runway at Tenerife airport, killing 583 passengers and crew. The planes, originating from New York and Amsterdam, respectively, had been diverted to Tenerife on their way to the Canary Islands because of bad weather. The crash occurred when KLM �ight 4805 commenced its takeo� run while Pan Am Flight 1736 was still taxing on the takeo� runway and slammed into the side of the other aircraft; low clouds at Tenerife airport obscured the Pan Am plane from the KLM �ight crew’s view. Weick’s (1990) analysis of the factors that led to the crash addresses a number of issues, including the small size of the Tenerife airport, the limited experience of the control tower crew in dealing with large aircraft, pressure on the aircraft to take o�, and unpredictable weather conditions. However, much of Weick’s study focuses on the KLM cockpit crew’s interaction immediately prior to takeo�:

 

The communication from the tower to the [Pan Am plane] requested the latter to report when it left the runway clear. In the cockpit of the KLM, nobody at �rst con�rmed receiving these communications until the Pan Am responded to the tower’s request that it should report leaving the runway with an “OK, we’ll report when we’re clear.” On hearing this, the KLM �ight engineer asked, “Is he not clear then?” The captain did not understand him and repeated, “Is he not clear… that Pan American?” The captain replied with an empathic “Yes.” Perhaps in�uenced by his great prestige, making it di�cult to imagine an error of this magnitude on the part of such an expert pilot, both the copilot and �ight engineer made no further objections. The impact took place about 13 seconds later. (Weick, 1990, p. 574)

 

Such was the system of hierarchy on the �ight deck that neither the copilot nor the �ight engineer felt free to challenge the pilot’s decision to take o�, despite not having received clearance from the control tower.

 

More than 30 years after this event, in late May 2011, Dennis was on an American Airlines �ight from Boston to London. About a minute after takeo�, he noticed two �ight attendants—sitting directly in front of and facing him – talking to each other in a rather animated way. Both had concerned looks on their faces, and one of them kept looking out the window at the right engine. Then she picked up a phone and made a call. The next thing he knew, another �ight attendant came rushing forward from business class and consulted with the two �ight attendants. Then she rushed back to the front of the plane. As casually as he could, Dennis leaned forward and asked the �ight attendants what was going on. “The noise of the right engine is much louder than it should be; we’re recommending to the captain that he turn back to Boston,” she said. Sure enough, a couple of minutes later the captain’s voice came over the PA system, announcing that he was going to jettison fuel and return to the airport.

 

The next few minutes were a bit nerve-racking, to say the least, but the plane landed safely back at Logan airport. After taxiing back to the gate, Dennis sat and watched as a meeting took place right on the gangway (his seat was next to the exit door), involving the captain, �rst o�cer, �ight engineer, two mechanics, and two �ight attendants. They all stood in a circle talking. Dennis couldn’t hear what was being said, but one of the �ight attendants was pretty animated and clearly getting her point across. Eventually, the two mechanics came onboard and ran some tests on the engine. A few minutes later the captain announced that they couldn’t �nd anything wrong but that they were going to change to another aircraft anyway. The plane took o� again from Boston and about 3 hours after the original departure time. What’s extraordinary about this incident is that it could not have happened 30 years ago. Why? Because in the wake of accidents such as the one Tenerife, airlines have widely instituted a more team-based authority structure among �ight crews. Now, common sense tells us that the last place you need democracy and shared power in decision making is on the �ight deck of a jumbo jet, where in critical situations you want to feel as though someone is in charge. And we’re all used to the iconic father �gure captain who is completely professional, highly competent, and fully in charge of the crew and passengers (Ashcraft, 2007). But as Weick’s analysis shows, it’s precisely this kind of strict hierarchy that creates a decision-making context in which challenging questionable decisions is almost impossible. On the Boston to London �ight, the decision to turn back was ultimately the captain’s, but he made that decision based on a �ight attendant’s perception that an engine sounded di�erent from normal. If that same system had been in place 40 years ago, there’s a good chance that 583 people would not have perished.

 

Developing a more �exible structure in which sense making and reducing equivocality is not just one person’s responsibility but everyone’s leads to a safer and more adaptive system. Who would have thought it? Think about that next time you �y somewhere.

 

Write a case study response that addresses the following questions. The response in total should be at least 400 words in length.
 

How might Karl Weick’s model of enactment, selection, and retention be used to compare and contrast the two scenarios discussed above, in terms of both the e�ective and ine�ective organizing? Include details that support your claims about e�ective or ine�ectiveness.
 

As you look at the interaction among the �ight crew described by Weick, what strikes you most? How would you describe the language used by the crew, and why might it be problematic?
 

Using Weick’s model, brie�y analyze an organization with which you are familiar. In what ways do the organization and its members enact environments? How is equivocality engaged with? How are rules and cycles invoked? To what degree is organizational memory (retention) relied on or treated with healthy skepticism?
 

Option 3: CASE STUDY 3: The Human Resources Approach (Blake and Mouton’s Managerial Grid / Likert’s Systems)

 

FROM ZERO TO SIXTY IN NO TIME FLAT

 

In his book, Change or Die (2007), Alan Deutschman reported on the General Motors plant in Fremont, California. He noted that plant employees were considered “resistant to change,” refusing to follow the directives of plant leaders regarding productivity. In fact, the corporate leaders at General Motors had already begun to cut back on human labor and automate the plant because of these “unruly employees.” In management’s eyes, employees often seemed complacent or apathetic toward their work. Indeed, Deutschman pointed out, “GM’s vice president for labor relations called the plant’s workforce “unmanageable” (p. 8).

 

It gets worse. On any given day, 1,000 workers among the 5,000 employees at the plant just didn’t show up (p. 8). Eventually, rather than �ght it, GM gave up and closed the plant, laying o� all 5,000 workers.

 

A change in organizational context occurred: Toyota came along and o�ered to partner with GM at the same plant. When its request to hire a new workforce was turned down, Toyota rehired the former employees. Here’s how Deutschman described the public meeting held to discuss building a more harmonious alliance between union and management. “When the Toyota people talked about creating a new sense of mutual trust and respect in Fremont, one union leader called it, ‘a load of bullshit’” (p. 9). There is nothing like beginning a new relationship with warm words of encouragement.

 

The interesting point, though, is that exactly three months after the plant was up and running error rates had been reduced to next to none and absenteeism went from more than 20 percent to 2 percent (p. 9). Corporate leadership at GM initially assumed the amazing results at the factory were due to technology. Yet when they surveyed the workings of the plant, they discovered Toyota was using technology from the 1950s (p. 10).

 

What led to the impressive results? As Deutschman tells it, the results came about because the union workers “constantly came up with ideas for improving quality and cutting costs. These were the same workers who had been so hostile and embittered, Now, they talked unabashedly about the sense of “family” they felt (p. 10).

 

The management at Toyota understood that it was less about ‘technology’ and more about creating a di�erent social context. Communication patterns that involved the workers and gave them ownership of the results made a di�erence. It was noticeable both psychologically speaking, as in how people felt and thought, and in the creation of di�erent communication norms at the plant.

 

Write a case study response that addresses the following questions. The response in total should be at least 400 words in length.
 

In this scenario, what evidence shows that Toyota’s approach to organizational communication is more closely aligned with human resources rather than human relations? Provide at least two examples from the case study that support your answer.
 

If you were considering a comparison between GM’s approach to management and that of Toyota, where would you locate each organization on Blake and Mouton’s Managerial Grid, and why? Draw on at least two examples from the scenario that support your categorization of GM’s management style AND two examples from the scenario that support your categorization of Toyota’s management style.
 

If you were considering a comparison between GM’s approach to management and that of Toyota, which of Likert’s Systems would each organization’s management styles �t into, and why? Draw on at least two examples from the scenario that support your categorization of GM’s management style AND two examples from the scenario that support your categorization of Toyota’s management style.
From the perspective of Blake and Mouton's managerial grid, consider the management style at your current workplace. How would you categorize it, why, and what behaviors, actions, or policies support your interpretation?

The Case Study Response o�er you an opportunity to engage with course material, to view the perspectives of others, and to engage in problem solving. Case studies incorporate real and hypothetical scenarios to test your abilities to apply concepts, assess situations, and problem solve.

Remember in responding:

be respectful when and if you post in response to the work of your classmates
do not use your response as a platform to petition for a grade
make each word serve the purpose of explaining your viewpoints, understandings, and interactions with our course materials.
Discussion Journal Rubric:

10 points – The response is nuanced and thoroughly addresses the nuances of the selected case study

15 points – Response reaches or exceeds the word count expectations outlined in the prompt.

15 points – The writing is clear, organized, and draws its support from and references relevant concepts and theories explored in course materials. 

10 points - The writing follows established conventions of professionalism in terms of sentence-level punctuation, grammar, and syntax. For example, the word "I" used as a �rst-person reference is capitalized and paragraphs are separated by a space. 

Total Point Value Per Journal = 50 pts

Case studies are useful vehicles for applying our theoretical knowledge of organizational communication. They allow us to see the approaches we’ve be studying in a new light by asking us to apply that knowledge in analyzing scenarios and real-world situations through the lenses of the di�erent approaches we’ve been discussing. Your responses should be no less than 400 words in length as an absolute minimum.

 

Basic rules for addressing case study questions

 

Appreciate the complexity of the situation. Rather than o�ering a short response supported by little more than a stringing together of opinions. Make sure you draw support from details within the scenario as you address each question and argue in favor of your interpretations or measures you would take to resolve issues.
 

Appreciate the complex organizational contexts within which di�cult decisions are made. Organizational actions, like many things in social life, only seem obvious when we are either looking back or are removed from the situation. In the heat of the moment, people make mistakes. Avoid o�ering snarky-“they should have known better”-kind-of-answers, and instead, consider how to best support your arguments about the correct course of action.
 

Do the best you can to write in the �rst-person (i.e. I, me, my, we) or third-person (i.e. they, it, a proper noun). When you (and I’m directly addressing everyone here) slip into the second-person (i.e. you) in writing a response to a case study, it can often be di�cult to tell whether or not you are directly addressing your readers and often can come across as preaching rather than o�ering a coherent answer.
 

Avoid overgeneralizing: “everybody knows”; “everyone likes”; “All people”; “In today’s society”; “this perfectly solves the…”
 

Please Choose ONE (and only one) of the three CASE STUDY options below:

 
Option 1: CASE STUDY 1:  The Cultural Approach (Schein’s Onion Model)
 
“THE CULTURE DETECTIVE”
 

Shannon Sterling was a new employee at a large state Department of Education. She had just received her degree in communication and taken a position as a “community liaison.” Her job consisted mostly of attempting to enhance the relationship between the Department of Education and parent groups and businesses. Shannon, for the most part, loved her job. She got to meet a lot of people and was challenged because the requirements of the job were constantly shifting. However, she hadn’t been on the job long when she realized that she was apparently an island of satisfaction within a sea of discontent. Few of the people she worked with seemed happy, and there was a high level of apathy throughout the department.

 

In college, Shannon had taken several courses in organizational communication and behavior, and she had learned a great deal about “organizational culture.” Though Shannon didn’t really believe that there was such a thing as a “good” organizational culture, she also realized that she could gain a better understanding of the place she worked in if she could come to some kind of conclusion about the cultural values and assumptions that made it tick. As a new employee, she decided that she was in a perfect position to be a “culture detective.” She �gured that by carefully observing the daily activities around the Department of Education, she might shed some light on the place she had chosen to work.

 

So, for the next few weeks, Shannon spent her workdays with one eye on her job and the other on her surroundings. She tried to observe as much about the Department of Education as she could, taking notes in a small notebook she kept with her at all times. She also tried to get her coworkers to tell her stories about the place she was coming to call home. In no time, her notebook was bulging with observations about the people, activities, and things that made up the department. Here is a small sampling of the observations from her notebook:

 

I arrived at work early today (7:30) and the parking lot was empty. Even the reserved spots for the various directors and assistant directors were empty. I watched out my window as I drank a cup of co�ee. It was incredible how many people �ooded the lot between 7:50 and 8:10.
 

The “open o�ce” setup here is supposed to facilitate communication among employees, but it doesn’t seem to work that way. It gets so loud that no one can hear themselves think. Of course, this doesn’t bother the managers, who have o�ces with doors around the perimeter.
 

Fred told me that there were big hassles when the department moved into this building with open o�ces. Everyone was told that it was to “democratize” the o�ce, but administrators were treated di�erently from the masses. He told me that they had a lottery for parking spaces, but when the administrators realized that they might actually have to walk through the snow from their cars, they exempted themselves from the system!
 

Everyone really tries to personalize their own cubbyhole with pictures from home, knickknacks, plants, etc. And people take great pride in their co�ee mugs as a form of communication.
 

One of the most popular gathering spots around here is the copy center. Part of the reason it’s so popular is the amount of paperwork that must be done (and hence photocopied). It’s also one of the few places people are allowed to congregate and can talk without bothering people in adjacent o�ces.
 

We just had a memo circulated in our mailboxes requesting that we all use electronic mail for routine business. No one but me seemed to see the irony in this.
 

Friday is “jeans day,” when everyone in the o�ce can dress casually (except people like me who have to meet with business and community representatives). Most people really seem to get into this, though none of the administrators forgo their suits.
 

I went to schedule a meeting in one of the conference rooms and found that there wasn’t a conference room available for any of the times that could have worked for me next week. Betty said the rooms were usually totally booked two weeks in advance for all the times after 9 a.m. and before 4 p.m.
 

Following our memo edict, I sent an e-mail message to an administrator in the special-education section about a public hearing I wanted him to attend. After several follow-ups with no response, I �nally sent him a (paper) memo on it and heard from his secretary within the day.
 

Rumors are going around that the administrators are getting hot to try out “total quality management.” No one seems to think much will come of it, though, or that it would make much of a di�erence if instituted. Gene told me that they had already had one go-round with quality circles, but that it didn’t last.
 

We had a big party today for Carmen (in data processing), who’s quitting the department to have a baby. I don’t know her very well, but she seemed thrilled. Perhaps just the glow of pregnancy.
 

I rode up the elevator today with Dr. Lewis, the assistant superintendent I interviewed with. I said, “Good morning, Dr. Lewis.” He said, “Good morning, Sharon.” Oh well, close enough.
 

Write a case study response that addresses the following questions. The response in total should be at least 400 words in length.
 

Can you help Shannon make sense of her observations as a culture detective? Using Schein’s model of organizational culture, what values do you think underlie the behaviors and artifacts Shannon observed? What assumptions might underlie these values?
 

Is there any evidence of subcultures or countercultures at the Department of Education? Given what you know, how would you assess the level of cultural penetration (historical, sociological, and psychological)?
 

If you were retained by the Department of Education as a consultant with the task of “changing” the culture, what would you do? Is cultural change possible? If so, what kind of changes would you recommend, and how would you go about encouraging or instituting these cultural changes?
 

 

Option 2: CASE STUDY 2: The Systems Approach (Weick’s Sensemaking)

 

“AIRLINES AND EQUIVOCALITY”

 

On March 27, 1977, two Boeing 747 jumbo jets collided on the runway at Tenerife airport, killing 583 passengers and crew. The planes, originating from New York and Amsterdam, respectively, had been diverted to Tenerife on their way to the Canary Islands because of bad weather. The crash occurred when KLM �ight 4805 commenced its takeo� run while Pan Am Flight 1736 was still taxing on the takeo� runway and slammed into the side of the other aircraft; low clouds at Tenerife airport obscured the Pan Am plane from the KLM �ight crew’s view. Weick’s (1990) analysis of the factors that led to the crash addresses a number of issues, including the small size of the Tenerife airport, the limited experience of the control tower crew in dealing with large aircraft, pressure on the aircraft to take o�, and unpredictable weather conditions. However, much of Weick’s study focuses on the KLM cockpit crew’s interaction immediately prior to takeo�:

 

The communication from the tower to the [Pan Am plane] requested the latter to report when it left the runway clear. In the cockpit of the KLM, nobody at �rst con�rmed receiving these communications until the Pan Am responded to the tower’s request that it should report leaving the runway with an “OK, we’ll report when we’re clear.” On hearing this, the KLM �ight engineer asked, “Is he not clear then?” The captain did not understand him and repeated, “Is he not clear… that Pan American?” The captain replied with an empathic “Yes.” Perhaps in�uenced by his great prestige, making it di�cult to imagine an error of this magnitude on the part of such an expert pilot, both the copilot and �ight engineer made no further objections. The impact took place about 13 seconds later. (Weick, 1990, p. 574)

 

Such was the system of hierarchy on the �ight deck that neither the copilot nor the �ight engineer felt free to challenge the pilot’s decision to take o�, despite not having received clearance from the control tower.

 

More than 30 years after this event, in late May 2011, Dennis was on an American Airlines �ight from Boston to London. About a minute after takeo�, he noticed two �ight attendants—sitting directly in front of and facing him – talking to each other in a rather animated way. Both had concerned looks on their faces, and one of them kept looking out the window at the right engine. Then she picked up a phone and made a call. The next thing he knew, another �ight attendant came rushing forward from business class and consulted with the two �ight attendants. Then she rushed back to the front of the plane. As casually as he could, Dennis leaned forward and asked the �ight attendants what was going on. “The noise of the right engine is much louder than it should be; we’re recommending to the captain that he turn back to Boston,” she said. Sure enough, a couple of minutes later the captain’s voice came over the PA system, announcing that he was going to jettison fuel and return to the airport.

 

The next few minutes were a bit nerve-racking, to say the least, but the plane landed safely back at Logan airport. After taxiing back to the gate, Dennis sat and watched as a meeting took place right on the gangway (his seat was next to the exit door), involving the captain, �rst o�cer, �ight engineer, two mechanics, and two �ight attendants. They all stood in a circle talking. Dennis couldn’t hear what was being said, but one of the �ight attendants was pretty animated and clearly getting her point across. Eventually, the two mechanics came onboard and ran some tests on the engine. A few minutes later the captain announced that they couldn’t �nd anything wrong but that they were going to change to another aircraft anyway. The plane took o� again from Boston and about 3 hours after the original departure time. What’s extraordinary about this incident is that it could not have happened 30 years ago. Why? Because in the wake of accidents such as the one Tenerife, airlines have widely instituted a more team-based authority structure among �ight crews. Now, common sense tells us that the last place you need democracy and shared power in decision making is on the �ight deck of a jumbo jet, where in critical situations you want to feel as though someone is in charge. And we’re all used to the iconic father �gure captain who is completely professional, highly competent, and fully in charge of the crew and passengers (Ashcraft, 2007). But as Weick’s analysis shows, it’s precisely this kind of strict hierarchy that creates a decision-making context in which challenging questionable decisions is almost impossible. On the Boston to London �ight, the decision to turn back was ultimately the captain’s, but he made that decision based on a �ight attendant’s perception that an engine sounded di�erent from normal. If that same system had been in place 40 years ago, there’s a good chance that 583 people would not have perished.

 

Developing a more �exible structure in which sense making and reducing equivocality is not just one person’s responsibility but everyone’s leads to a safer and more adaptive system. Who would have thought it? Think about that next time you �y somewhere.

 

Write a case study response that addresses the following questions. The response in total should be at least 400 words in length.
 

How might Karl Weick’s model of enactment, selection, and retention be used to compare and contrast the two scenarios discussed above, in terms of both the e�ective and ine�ective organizing? Include details that support your claims about e�ective or ine�ectiveness.
 

As you look at the interaction among the �ight crew described by Weick, what strikes you most? How would you describe the language used by the crew, and why might it be problematic?
 

Using Weick’s model, brie�y analyze an organization with which you are familiar. In what ways do the organization and its members enact environments? How is equivocality engaged with? How are rules and cycles invoked? To what degree is organizational memory (retention) relied on or treated with healthy skepticism?
 

Option 3: CASE STUDY 3: The Human Resources Approach (Blake and Mouton’s Managerial Grid / Likert’s Systems)

 

FROM ZERO TO SIXTY IN NO TIME FLAT

 

In his book, Change or Die (2007), Alan Deutschman reported on the General Motors plant in Fremont, California. He noted that plant employees were considered “resistant to change,” refusing to follow the directives of plant leaders regarding productivity. In fact, the corporate leaders at General Motors had already begun to cut back on human labor and automate the plant because of these “unruly employees.” In management’s eyes, employees often seemed complacent or apathetic toward their work. Indeed, Deutschman pointed out, “GM’s vice president for labor relations called the plant’s workforce “unmanageable” (p. 8).

 

It gets worse. On any given day, 1,000 workers among the 5,000 employees at the plant just didn’t show up (p. 8). Eventually, rather than �ght it, GM gave up and closed the plant, laying o� all 5,000 workers.

 

A change in organizational context occurred: Toyota came along and o�ered to partner with GM at the same plant. When its request to hire a new workforce was turned down, Toyota rehired the former employees. Here’s how Deutschman described the public meeting held to discuss building a more harmonious alliance between union and management. “When the Toyota people talked about creating a new sense of mutual trust and respect in Fremont, one union leader called it, ‘a load of bullshit’” (p. 9). There is nothing like beginning a new relationship with warm words of encouragement.

 

The interesting point, though, is that exactly three months after the plant was up and running error rates had been reduced to next to none and absenteeism went from more than 20 percent to 2 percent (p. 9). Corporate leadership at GM initially assumed the amazing results at the factory were due to technology. Yet when they surveyed the workings of the plant, they discovered Toyota was using technology from the 1950s (p. 10).

 

What led to the impressive results? As Deutschman tells it, the results came about because the union workers “constantly came up with ideas for improving quality and cutting costs. These were the same workers who had been so hostile and embittered, Now, they talked unabashedly about the sense of “family” they felt (p. 10).

 

The management at Toyota understood that it was less about ‘technology’ and more about creating a di�erent social context. Communication patterns that involved the workers and gave them ownership of the results made a di�erence. It was noticeable both psychologically speaking, as in how people felt and thought, and in the creation of di�erent communication norms at the plant.

 

Write a case study response that addresses the following questions. The response in total should be at least 400 words in length.
 

In this scenario, what evidence shows that Toyota’s approach to organizational communication is more closely aligned with human resources rather than human relations? Provide at least two examples from the case study that support your answer.
 

If you were considering a comparison between GM’s approach to management and that of Toyota, where would you locate each organization on Blake and Mouton’s Managerial Grid, and why? Draw on at least two examples from the scenario that support your categorization of GM’s management style AND two examples from the scenario that support your categorization of Toyota’s management style.
 

If you were considering a comparison between GM’s approach to management and that of Toyota, which of Likert’s Systems would each organization’s management styles �t into, and why? Draw on at least two examples from the scenario that support your categorization of GM’s management style AND two examples from the scenario that support your categorization of Toyota’s management style.
From the perspective of Blake and Mouton's managerial grid, consider the management style at your current workplace. How would you categorize it, why, and what behaviors, actions, or policies support your interpretation?
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